Amendments, Appendix 9 (Annex 1) to the GCU

Legend: Blue with a marking in the margin = new addition at the request of the WU study groups, RUs or keepers (partly at the request of authorities), or due to TSI requirements

Requested amendments to Appendix 9 Annex 11, Label K

The form on Label K is used to record the presence of irregularities on wagons and load units which do not immediately prevent operation but must be eliminated before reloading; if it is established that the wagon has been reloaded the wagon is removed.

K labels are to be affixed to both sides of the wagon in a clearly visible position, on the inscription plates or close to the label-holders. In printed form, Label K must contain the data featuring in the present annex..
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Legend: Blue with a marking in the margin = new addition at the request of the WU study groups, RUs or keepers (partly at the request of authorities), or due to TSI requirements

Requested amendments to Appendix 9 Annex 11, Label M

The form on Label M is used to record wagon damage and defects that do not prevent the vehicle from continuing to run or being reloaded, but which require particular examination by the user RU.

M labels are to be affixed to both sides of the wagon in a clearly visible position close to the label-holder or on the inscription plates.

In printed form, Label M must contain the data featuring in the present annex.